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Cheap Flights from Doha to Manila – Book Online Doha – 
Manila Air Tickets – GoMosafer 

 Also known as the "Pearl of the Orient", Manila is the ultimate tourist destination. A place 
that is steeped in history, and yet you can find high rises rearing their head above the city's 

skyline! The city is jam packed with heritage museums,lush parks, churches, as well as 
quaint shops lining the streets. Take a look at San Agustin Church, the Manila Cathedral, 
the Manila Ocean Park ,and Fort Santiago among several other attractions. The vibrant 

nightlife and celebrations of life carry over to dawn; the Casinos entice you and unending 
exciting adventures await you in Manila!  



Cheap Flights from Doha to Dubai – Book Online Doha – 
Dubai Air Tickets – GoMosafer 

Dubai is a paradise for enjoying a 
shopping spree, for scaling historic 
heights, for having fun at some of the 
biggest entertainment centers of the 
world, for going on an authentic Arabian 
adventure, and for marveling at 
manmade wonders! There are a myriad 
of marvels, including ancient mosques, 
soaring skyscrapers, vibrant shopping 
destinations, and old world souqs that 
still hold the magical charm that the 
Middle East is famed for! The emirate 
attracts millions of tourists every year, 
and none of them goes home without 
beautiful memories to treasure for the 
rest of their lives! 



Qatar Airways Doha Kathmandu Cheap Airfare Tickets at 
GoMosafer.com 

As the largest and the capital city of the beautiful country of Nepal, Kathmandu is much 
loved among tourists from all over the world. Especially among those who want to scale 
the freezing heights of Mt. Everest! One can reach Kathmandu by flights that are almost 
nonstop, coming in from all over the world. The city has a rich history and it is evident 

as you walk around the intricately weaving roads, taking in the serene atmosphere, the 
quaint little shops, the smiling locals, and the myriad vibrantly colored flags that take up 

a huge portion of the skyline! When in Kathmandu, prepare to be blown out of your 
minds with the opportunities for indulging the adventure junky in you! 



Cheap Flights from Doha to Istanbul – GoMosafer 

Istanbul is a place where layers of 
history unfold right before your 
eyes, with its towering minarets, 
white as snow palaces balanced on 
the edge of the sea, the vibrant 
with life frescoes, the magnificently 
decorated imperial mosques, and 
the succulent delicacies that are a 
reason to travel all on their own. 
The locals are boisterous and 
welcoming, who love to work hard 
and party harder! 



Cheap Flights from Doha to Cochin – Book Online Doha – 
Cochin Air Tickets – GoMosafer 

 Kochi was a Portuguese colony, and 
the remnants of their culture and 
history can still be seen everywhere, 
along with glimpses of the Dutch and 
the British. The beaches are full of 
people, as are the spice markets. There 
are ancient temples, synagogues and 
mosques, sometimes sharing the same 
courtyard! Rest assured, there would 
be no time to feel bored no matter how 
much time you spend in the city.  



Cheap Flights from Doha to Cairo – Book Online Doha – 
Cairo Air Tickets – GoMosafer 

What can one say about Cairo 
and Egypt that has not been 
said before? It is an exotic, 
fascinating, vibrant, yet 
welcoming city! The 
unfamiliar, yet well known, 
pyramids instantly make you 
feel at home. Walk down the 
meandering paths that take 
you through the medieval 
marketplace, take a look at 
the thousands of antiquities 
in the Egyptian Museum, or 
spend some time in the 
gorgeous parks and gardens 
and so on! There are several 
mid range as well as budget 
accommodations to choose 
from, apart from upscale 
luxury options. 



About Us 

 
GoMosafer is an online division of Mosafer Travel, the neophyte travel bureau in Qatar 
launched in the third quarter of year 2010. Mosafer; the word comes from “traveler" 

in Arabic, Turkish, Farsi, and several Indian and Urdu languages. By combining 
aggressively negotiated airfares and global resource of Hotel rates with cutting edge 
technology, GoMosafer provides the kind of efficient, cost-effective travel solutions 

that are essential in today's internet climate.  
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